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PROGRAMME OUTCOMES

POl: The students will obtain good knowledge in Physical Sciences.
PO2: They will be prepared to take up challenges as globally competitive physicists /

researchers in diverse areas of theoretical and experimental physics.
PO3: They will be technically and analytically skilled enough to pursue their further studies.
PO4: They will have a sense of academic and social ethics.
PO5: They will be capable of taking up higher studies of interdisciplinary nature.
PO6: They will be able to recognize the need for continuous leaming and develop throughout

for the professional career.

PROGRAMME SPECIFIC OTITCOMES

PSOI: Students are expected to acquire core knowledge in physics, including the major areas
of classical mechanics, quantum mechanics, electronics, electromagnetism, modern
physics and microprocessors.

PS02: Students will develop the proficiency in the acquisition of data using a variety of
laboratory instruments and in the analysis and interpretation of such data.

PS03: Students will show that they have leamed laboratory skills enabling them to
take measurements in a physics laboratory and analyze the measurements to
draw valid conclusion.

PSO4: Students will be capable of oral and written scientific communication and will prove
that they can think critically and work independently.

PSO5: Students will realize and develop an understanding of the impact of physics
and science on society.

PSO6: Discover of physics concepts in other disciplines such as mathematics,
computer science, chemistry etc.
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AVS College of Arts & Science

COURSE OT]TCOMES

SEMESTER - I

Corel (Classical and Statistical Mechanics) 17PPE01

Students will be able to
COI: Understand and describe mechanics of a particlq md the motion of a Mechaical systern

using Lagrange-Hamilton formalisrn.

CO2: Describe conservation theorems and symmetsy properties, Hamiltonian formalisnu
conservation lawq Poisson theorems and Hsmilton-Jacobi &eory.
CO3: Explain rigid body dynamics, Euler's angleq Euler's theorem, moment oflnertia tensor,

Eigen valueq Periodic motion, and oscillations.

CO4: Realize and explain the Classical Statistics importancc of Phase tansition md statistical

and thermodynamic quantities.

COS: Develop firndametrtal conc€pts in Quantum Statistics.

Core'II (Mathematical Physics) l7PPH02

Students will be able to
COI : Underctand Vector spaces and Analysis is the field as the ryplication of mathematics to
problems in physics and the development of madrematics.

CO2: Gain the knowledge of the matrices which are used in physics related application Matrices

CO3: Explain the problems on Fourier series, Fourier transformg L,aplace transforms.

C04: Solve real integrals using complex analysis without tedious calculations.

COS; Identifr and relate the Dillerential Equations aad Special functions.

Core.III (Quantum Mechanics I) 17PPH03

Students uill be able to

COI : Formulate the Heisenberg & Dirac formulation of quantum mechmics-explain various

types of imperfections in crystals.

CO2: Solve the linear harmonic oscillator and hydrogenJike atom problerns using Dirac

formulation-analyzes the mechanisms behind elastic md plastic deformdion is solids and

compares differEnt strengthening tecftniques.

CO3: Demonstate angular momentum operators associated with spherical and symmetrical

systemrs.-summarize ceramics and its types and relate their applications with properties.

CO4: Explain scattering theory, formulate and solve scattering equation-classifr polymos and

composites based on their properties and applications.

CO5' Apply the Variation principle and WKB Approximation to solve the real problerrs-Classi!
nanomaterials, their fabrication techniques and co relate the effects of confinemeot to nanoscale

on their properties

Electivel @nergr Ph]'sics) l7PPHE 04

Students will be able to

COI: Explain the current status ofconventional sources of energy and list the various sustainable

energy sources.

CO2: Define various properties ofthq serniconducting materials, formation of PN junction and

ganeration of photo-voltage and photo-currenl of PN Junction solar cell.

CO3: Dcmonstrate the measurement of solar cell paramtters atrd solar cell
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CO4: Explain the fabrication ofwafer based solar cells, thin film solar cell, organic solar cells.
dye sensitized solr cell, GaAs solar cells, Thermo-photovoltaics and multijunction solar cells.
CO5: Discuss the concepts of wind energy, bio energy, tidal power, fuel cells, and solar thermal

SEMESTER.II

Core-V (Condeosed Matter Physics) 17PPH04

Students will be able to

COI: Conelare the X-ray dilfraction pattem for a given sry-stal structue based on the
sorrespold i ng reciprocal lanice.

CO2: Describe how fte predicted electronic properties of solids differ in the classical free
electron theory, quantum free electron theory and the nearly &ee electron model.

CO3: Explain various magnetic phenomena and describe the different types of magnetic ordering
based on the exchange interaction.

CO4: Dstinguish betneen fenoelectric, anti-f€rro€lectrig piezoelectric and pyroelectric

materials.

COS: Differentiate between type-I and type-Il superconductors and their theories.

Core'VI (Electronics) I 7PPH05

Students uiill be able to

COI: Identify and Characterize serniconductors, diodes" tansistors and operational amplifiers.
CO2: Bias the transistors and FETS for amplifier applications.

CO3: Design op-amp circuits to perform aridrmetic operations.

CO4: Design simple analog circuits.

CO5: Understand flmdammtal principles of commrmicafion qfstem.

Core.VII (Microprocessoru and Microcontrollers) 17PPE06

Stderts will be able to

COI : Impart knowledge of Mrcroprocesson and microcontollers to enable leamers gain the

knowledge ofbasrcs of Modem computation.

CO2 : Gain Knowledge of 8085/8086 architecture would make leamers rich about working and design

of microprocessors and microcontrollers.

CO3: IGow about microcontollsrs, real trme control of 8051 md microconboller architecture.

CO4: Understand Irternryts, hmer/ Counter and serial commrmication, programming Timer
Intempts, programming extemal hardware interrups, programming the serial communication
intemrpts.

COS: Apprehend ALU Memory access and Instruction execution. VO memory. UO ports. Time6,
Intsrupt Stsucture.

Electivetr (Materials Synthesis rnd Chsrscterizstion) 17PPHT'.()6

Students will be able to

COI: Apply appropriate characterization techniques for micro structure fiamination at different
maguficaion level and uso them to undo$tand fte microstructuro of varjous matsials.
CO2: Choose and appropriate electron microscopy techniques to investigate micro structure of
materials at hig,h resolution.

CO3: Determine crystal structure of specimen ard estimate its crystallite size and stress.

CO4: Use appropriate spectoscopic technique to measure vibrational / electronic transitions to
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COS: Apply thermal analysis techniques to determine thernal
hansition of the specimen.

SE}IESTER - III
Core.IX (Electromagnetic theory) I 7PPH07

Students will b€ able to
COI : Dcscribe the basic concepts of electrostatics and magnetostatics.

CO2: Apply the principles of electrostatics md magnetostatics to solve problems and to analyse

&e propagation of electromagnetic waves in different media.

CO3: Apply Maxwell's equatiotr for solving the problems, Evaluate the power radiated from
radiating systems.

CO4: Analyze the role ofdisplacement current, gauge transformations, mrgnefic scalar atrd

vector potential, Lorene gauge in Physics.

CO5: Deduce the expressions for potential field and force using the principles ofelectrostatics
and magnetostatics.

Core.X (Computational Methods and Programming) 17PPH08

Core'XI (Quantum Mechanics - II) ITPPHG)

Snrdents will be able to

COl: Understand at the theoraical level the electonic stuctule of chemical compounds and fte
mechanism

CO2: Critically evaluate and interpret cross sectiong classical and quantum 4proaches to

scattering theory.

CO3: Understand the concept of Emission and Absorption ofRadiation.
CO4: Solve the concepoal questions using the knowledge gained by mrdying the quantum

mechanical model of dre atonr, quantum numbers

CO5: Apply the concept of relarivity in quantum Mechanics, Understand the complete picture of
existence of matter md antimatter.

Elective-trI (Nano Physics) 1 7PPHE03

Students will be able to

COl: Describe the basic science behind the properties of materials at the nanomaer scalg and

lhe principles behind advanced experimental and computational techniques for studying

nanomalerials

CO2: Explain different types of nanomaterials including carbon and metal based materials with

quantum phuromena.

CO3: Synthesize nanomaterials bott frm topdown and bottom-up routes and how to develop an
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Students will be able to

COI: Write computer programs using C+
CO2: Estimate the results of untested cases based offthe results of lnown cases by using

Interpolation and Curve fitting.
CO3: Solve an equation; we carry out a series ofidentical Mahcmatical operations on two sides

ofthe equation.

CO4: Use different numerical integration and differentiation in to solve problerns.

COS: Simulate physical systems using Eulo and Range-kutta Method.
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CO4: Evaluate state-of-the-art characterization methods for
nanomaterial safety and handling me*rods required during

COS: Apply interdisciplinry systerns of engineering approaches to the field of bio md
nanotechnology systerns.

SEMESTER - IV

Core'XIII (Molecular Spectroscopy) I TPPH l0

Sodents will be able to
COI: Explain rotational and IR spectroscopy and 4ply the lschniqges of microwave and infrared

spectroscopy to dlalyze the structure of atoms and molecules.

CO2: Apply 6e principle of Raman spechoscopy and its applications in vrious disciplines of
science & technolory
CO3 : kad various fluoresceirce techniques and their applicaion with interpretation of obtained

results.

CO4: Explain different magnetic and electron spin resonance spectoscopic techniques and its

4plications.
CO5: Evaluate problems related to diff€rent atomic& molecular systerns by carrying out the

project work.

Students will be able to
COl: Know the basic properties of nucleus and visualize the chracteristics.
CO2: Comprehend the nature of nuclear forces

CO3: Understand the fimdanentals of Nuclear reactions and the necessity of nuclear models

CO4: Apply the different nuclear model to calculate the radioactivity decay process

COS: Recognize the standard particle model and nuclear synthesis of elernentary particles.

Core.XV (Communication Electronics) llPPHlz

Studerts will be able to

COI: Lhderstand concepts ofelectronics in communicafioq introduction to the principle,
performance and applications of communication systems.

CO2: Analyze different paameters of analog communication techniques.

CO3: Study different parameters of analog communication techniques.

CO4: An insight on the use ofdifferent modulation and demodulation techniques used in analog

communication

CO5: Comprehend the concepts used in a satellite communication systerr, Mobile radio
propagation, and cellular system desip and also understand mobile technologies.

Elective.fV (Optoelectronic devices) 17PPEE02

Students will be able to

COI: Explain the working mechanism of various types ofFibres.
CO2: Design the various types ofLEDs and Lasers.

CO3: Apply the knowledge ofvarious types of sources and detectors for designing a typical
optical fiber communication system.

CO4: Analyze the various ty?es ofCts icd fibsr soosors.

CO5: Apply the linear md
commu cation system

optics for designing a soliton based fiber optic .
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Core'XIV (Nuclear and Particle Physics) I7PPHIl


